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TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONN.

Kiirth to Head
Athletic Dep't.

Jessee Feted for Service;
Named Coaches9 President

Professor Karl Kurth, Jr., a s sistant director of athletics and
coach at the College has been
named to succeed Ray Oostlng
as director of athletics. Oosting,
who retires at the end of the
academic year in June, has been
designated professor emeritus of
physical education, the first such
appointment in the history of the
College.
Kurth, a native of Albany, N.Y.,
Is a graduate of Springfield College
where he was runner-up for the
175-pound Intercollegiate wrestling championship, set records in
the hammer throw and, in his
senior year, was named All-New
England tackle.
He joined the athletic department
here in 1952 and was appointed a
full professor in 1961. In addition
. to serving as assistant athletic
and physical education director,
Kurth has been line coach of the KARL KURTH has been named as the new Director of Athletics
varsity football team, director of
intramural athletics and varsity to replace Ray Oosting who will retire in June. (Hatch Photo)
track coach.
In 1959, Kurth was a goodwill
sports representative of the United
States State Department and undertook a mission to Africa where he
was a track and field specialist in
Libya, Ethiopia and Egypt. In 1962
he was appointed a member of the
National People r to r People Com- . Two major incidents of theft have coming in and out."
The State Farm Insurance Com-mittee. He served as secretary taken place recently on. campus*
Last Wednesday Alexander Levi panies have recently issued a list
of the Eastern'Intercollegiate
/Athletic Association for fourteen '67 reported his car stolen from of tips for safeguarding property
its Summit Street parking space. at college:
The car -was later recovered by
—Don't leave property in cars
In 1964 he was one of three police with its license plates where thieves can see, smash,
Acuity members to receive the changed and its gas tank nearly and grab.
flrst Student Senate Faculty Award empty. There are indications that
—Don't leave brief cases, clothpresented by the student govern- juveniles were involved in the ing, and books in a portion of the
ing body for "caliber of Instruction, theft.
library, student lounge, or other
academic contributions and for
During Christmas vacation the campus spot where it's difficult
•active student-faculty relations." Mather Hall game room was en- to keep an eye on such articles.
tered and three sets of pool balls
—Make sure lockers are securealong with related equipment were ly locKed at aliftimes.
taken. The thieves gained entry
—Don't keep largesums of money
into the room by breaking win- in rooms, in fact, it's a good idea
dows.
(Continued on page 2)
Besides these two incidents numerous other thefts have occurred
Jour professors have been grant- since the beginning of the Christw sabbatical leaves for the Trin- mas Term.
F Term and one will be on a
Roy Heath, dean of students, r e «ave of absence, according to ported that some incidents of theft
G f the Dean f
of money from rooms have taken
place,
particularly in the months
Ugene
if D M|
W. Davis, professor of October and November. Dean
Returning from Christmas vacalst
J ^ f y . will be on sabbatical Heath felt that outsiders were tion the campus was shocked to
involved in these thefts.
learn of the death of Professor
ext
°n m a n c i e n t ' ' '
A 'vending machine in the South Frederick L. Gwynn, chairman
ieR
ki'" 5 ?y °unn, associate pro- Campus B dormitory was broken of the department of English. Prof.
i t h a o e C O n O m l C S , Will WOrk into before Christmas, the Dean Gwynn died of a heart attack while
fall m U n l v e r s « y Pf York on a stated. This act prompted the vend- on a skiing vacation in Rutland,
ing machine company to remove Vermont, December 31. He was
ularlvy I1 V
f 1 C f l n a n c e ' P a r t i " the device.
49 years old.
iee tl i n h e r i t a nce taxation and
Before coming to Trinity In 1958,
Dean Heath also stated that a
' tax treatment
of
bequests,
f F * u u ard
' M c N u » y . professor campus guard was assigned to Dr. Gwynn had taught previously
W l U work
S l \ rlneln
completing patrol Vernon Street during foot- at Harvard, Pennsylvania State
ball games after a series of thefts University, and the University of
?,
S
together
e r i e S f l l i t con!
l
Virginia. He was appointed James
had occurred in fraternities.
Leonard E. Tomat, director of J. Goodwin Professor of English
St art
7 ' ^ s o c i a t e pro- Mather HalL reported that stu- Literature when Dr. Morse S. Allen
mathe
matlcs, plans to dents, through their carelessness, retired in 1960.
a
e a course which would pro- leave books and coats in Mather
His undergraduate study was done
f deeper
study of basic con- Hall. While many times such art- at Bowdoin, with his M.A, and
math
lien*
ematics for the non- icles are turned in to lost-and- Ph.D. coming from Harvard.
»«nce major.
found, sometimes they are taken.
Before his career in teaching
Dean Heath believes that the in- began ln 1946, he served in the
Professor of
to theft at the College U.S. Navy from 1942 to 1946,
keeta ^u a soe nr i ea sloefa v e ° f a b " cidence
is not different from other camp- first as a Naval aviator and then
' • i E n E H , w se ln e l etextbooks
me
uses. While thefts are not a big later as an aide to Fleet Admiral
tooof
"
ntary problem
at the College, notes the William F. Halsey, Jr. He was
fefIs for the Christmas Dean, even a single theft is a awarded the Distinguished Flying
Cross and the Air Medal.
'and returning next term are serious matter.
Dr. Gwynn was the Editor of the
Mr. Tomat observed that the
Wne'. II1 Pfofessor of en^ ! , r ' R o b e r t Lindsay, College tends to give students COLLEGE ENGLISH magazine
1955 to 1960. Last year he
^f^Kil y the benefit of the doubt as far as from
served as secretary-treasurer of
iess
thievery
is
concerned.
Outsiders,
cs. nn; **?
°* ol mathetics.
Glenn
iW Drni
^ a v e r , asso- he feels, play a role in many the Association of Departments of
S S O r of
t o t e a V e r s o n Wstory; and Dr. of the thefts on campus. Because English.
Borof
' associate pro- the College is located in an urban His other professional honors
o r oi
area, it is "vulnerable to people included: Carnegie Intern in Gengovernment

'Outsiders' Suspected
In Auto, Mather Thefts

Four to Take
Sabbaticals
Slle?f °

U°

Kffev

° «*
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Dan Jessee, for 34 years the
head coach of varsity football and
baseball here, will be elevated to
the office of President of the American College Football Coaches Association at the group's annual
dinner in Washington, Thursday
night.
On Wednesday evening in Washington's Shorharn Hotel Jessee will
be further honored at a reception by rival college coaches,
members of the Connecticut High
School
Coaches
Association,
coaches of Connecticut's eight
football-playing colleges, members of the trustees of the national coaches association, college
alurnni, and friends.
Members
of
the American
coaches group who will fete Jessee, the first small-college coach
to be named their president will
include Abe Martin of Texas Christian, present president,. Vinny
Schwartzwalder of Syracuse, Murray Warmath of the University of
Minnesota, and Paul Dietzel of
Army.
Other trustees who will be present are Milton Bruhn of the University of "Wisconsin, FrankBaryles of the University of Arkansas,
David Nelson of the University of
Delaware, Earle Edwards of North
Carolina State College, and Paul
"Bear" Bryant of the University
of Alabama.
In addition to the coaches of all
of the college's current football
opponents, many of Jessee's old
friends including Woody Hayes of
Ohio State, John Pont of Iowa
and formerly of Yale, Ray Elliot
of the University of Illinois, and
Lou Little, former coach of Columbia's football team will also
gather at the celebration.
Also expected, to represent-ihe
College and alumni, are President
Albert C, Jacobs, Dean Robert M.
Vogel, David Beers, had of the
Washington Alumni Association, G.

Dr.- ' Gwynn Dies of Heart
Attack; Campus Shocked
eral Education at Yale, 1951-53; a
member of the Committee on Education of College English Teachers, June, 1963.
Also, college representative on
the Executive Board of the Connecticut Council of Teachers; and
a member of the committee eval-'
uating the programs of English
Institutes for the CEEB (College
Entrance
Examination Board)
Commission on English in the summer of 1962.
He had also served as a research
associate of the Modern Language
Association.

Keith Funston, President of the
New York Stock Exchange and former president of the College, and
former College football stars Fred
Tansill and Luke Kellam.
In his 34 years as head football
coach, Jessee has compiled an
overall record of 144 wins, 74
losses and seven ties. In baseball,
which he has coached" for 28 of
the past 29 seasons, he has won
223 games, lost 147, and tied five.
Jessee, who has coached four undefeated teams here, in 1934,1949,
1954, and 1955, has had a total of
21 winning seasons, six in which
teams lost only one game. Among
his fellow football coaches he has
(Continued on page 10)

Stanford to Give
Moore Lecture
"The Emotional Power of Greek
Tragedy" will be the subject of
Dr. William Bedell Stanford, Regius Professor of Greek at the
University of Dublin when he delivers the annual Moore Greek
Lecture, Friday, February 4, at
8 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre.
Mr. Stanford has held his position at the Dublin University since
1940, in addition to having been a
fellow at Trinity College Dublin
since 1934 and senior fellow there
since 1962. He lias received the
Tyrell Medal, the Vice-chancellor's Prizes in English and Latin,
and The Large Gold Medal in
classics and ancient history at
.Trinity Dublin.
The author of a number of books
and articles on Hellenic subjects,
Dr. Stanford has published "Greek
Metaphor", "Ambiguity in Greek
Literature* and "The Ulysses
Theme* in addition to commentaries on Aeschylus, Llvy," Homer,
Aristophanes, and Sophecles,
He has been active in academic,
church, and public affairs. He Is
a member of the Royal Irish Academy, the Classical Association, the
Hellenic Society, the committee of
the Irish United Nations Association and governor of several Irish
secondary schools. He has been
representative of Dublin University in the Irish Senate since
1948 and is a member of the
General Synod and the Dublin Diocesan Synod of the Church of Ireland.
Visiting the United States for a
six-week lectureship at the University of California at Berkeley,
Dr. Stanford will spend one day
at the College before going to
California.

Professor Gwynn wrote articles
•>••
with several publications, predom- \ : \
inately in his major field of Interest, Modern American literature.
He co-edited FAULKNER IN THE
UNIVERSITY, published in 1959,
and was co-author of THE FICTION
OF J. D. SALINGER, published a
year earlier. His other works are STURGE
MOORE AND THE LIFE OF ART,
and a critical anthology, A CASE
FOR POETRY, for which he was a
co-editor.
He had recently been working on
a textbook for freshman English
Or. Frederick L. Gwynn
courses, THE CONCEPTS OF ENGLISH.
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Stan Brackage Is Neither
Artist Nor Pornographer

Acceptance of Folk-Rock

Forester to the contrary, some
by Doug Cushman
ution is in terms of the entire
kind of ordered sequence of action,
pop-culture movement. The pop- Just before Christmas recess, is necessary. This does not mean
artist does not create, he des- the students of Trinity College that cinema Is limited to theatre
The pop-culture movement that
has given us the brilliant works
troys; he destroys the sacred were again subjected to the Shakes- or novel technique — THE PAWN— paintings of Campbell soup
images to which we all so faith- peare of underground films, Stan BROKER illustrates that cinema
cans and sculptures of people ridfully cling for support. He carries Brackage. For all Intents and pur- has its own form and can do
ing a bus — of artists such as
commercialism to absurdity; he poses, he should have stayed things that no other art can do.
Roy Liechtenstein, George Segil,
thereby makes fun of it and of us. buried.
All the techniques that Brackage
and Andy Warhol, that has restorWhile traditionally the purpose of Most were disappointed because uses are present in this film.
ed the comic book to Its rightful
the artist has been to bring order they didn't see what they came to But it goes beyond Brackage, and
place In the American scene, that
out of chaos, the goal of the see -- not that they had high a comparison between this and any
has produced such literary maspop-artist seems to be to attain aesthetic hopes, but where else film of Brackage's well demonterpieces as Terry Southern's
the heights of ambiguity and dis- is pornography so open?
strates the difference between art
CANDY and James Purdy's CABOT
order (witness William Burrough's For those who came to see some- and pop-art. Brackage says nothing
WRIGHT BEGINS that has come
NAKED LUNCH and the latest thing besides clinical nakedness, on first viewing, and demands too
close to putting the sweatshirt
"underground films"). Out of this they too were disappointed. Brack- much of the viewer for his meanIndustry out of business by replacdestruction and this disorder, how- age keeps comparing his films to ings. The PAWNBROKER, on the
ing this once "In" garment with
ever, there emerges a message - poetry, but the comparison is not other hand, is an engrossing as
Hulk, Thor, and Spider-man Tthat there is more to living than really apt. Only with such poets as well as a demanding movie the
shlrts, that has made it possible
riding in a new car, owning a Amy Lowell and H.D., the early first time, and more so the second
for the Beatles and the Rolling
home in suburbia, and eating T.V. Imaglsts of the 20's, is there and third time through. If Brackage
Stones, among others, to be redinners in Appalachia. In the great any similarity. The Imagists have is Amy Lowell, then the Pawngarded as extensions of pop-art,
society where people watch the largely been a failure as an auton- broker is Robert Lowell.
that, to be brief, has destroyed
"Beverly Hillbillies," where the omous movement though their
the rigid criteria that once clasthreat of war seems far remov- precepts have been incorporated
sified a painting, a musical comed, where jobs seem plentiful and into more successful poetry.
position, or a novel as a work of
rewarding, It Is not only neces- So perhaps with Brackage. To
art, has, at the same time, prosary but very nice to be remind- present a series of images Is
duced an even greater and more
ed; therefore, we will accept the simply not enough for films. E.M.
"Art Across America", an exfar-reaching revolution in the field
general artlessness with which the
hibition of 50 paintings and hung
of folk music.
message is conveyed. We will ac- 6
constructions by contemporary
Five years ago the clear soprano
cept it in literature; -we will acAmerican artists, will open to
voice of Joan Baez had not yet
cept it in painting. We want to
the public at the Wadsworth Athbeen recorded, save for a lone Dylan could appeal directly to the paraphrase Frost, we want our areneum on Friday, January 14th.
song on the album from the New- masses. But, no, everyone knew tists to speak Fahrenheit, to speak
The exhibition includes pop, op,
port Festival of 1959; the recog- that the "last refuge of unspoil- Centigrade, to use language we
representational, and abstract
nized leader of the folk movement ed goodness, honesty, and faith can comprehend. We want pop ar- The product of a new approach work by 5 artists from 14 states.
was Pete Seeger; the accepted gods (as Dylan was called lately) would tists. We want folk-rockers.
to science communication is the Both well-known and up-and-comof the folk movement were the late do no such thing. The "last recurrent exhibit in the Wean Lounge, ing artists are represented. Among
Hedie Ledbetter and Woodle Guth- fuge" did. Welcome, folk-rock.
Entitled "Art in Research," the familiar names are Hans Hofmann,
rle, and, again, Seeger; Bob Dy- This analysis is, I think, someexhibition, which will run through Robert Rauschenberg, Esteban Vilan performed with a lone guitar; what of an over-simplification. As
January 15, offers the student, cente, and the sculptor, Hugh
Peter, Paul, and Mary had known Dylan's and those of his protoges
the artist and the layman an op(Continued from page 1)
each other less than a year; Sonny (who quickly saw the commercial to use travelers' checks or open portunity to view, through the eye Townley.
Approximately 3,000 artists suband Cher were not in love.
advantages) became less univer- a checking account so there need ' of the industrial researcher, the mitted their works to competisal
and
approached
an
intensely
not be any worry about the loss orderly world of science.
tions judged at the Institute of
The times they have a-changed.
Contemporary Art in Boston and
Today the fold-scene Is dominated personal realm, the element of of a large sum_of money,
The
exhibition
began
because
of
a
by a cacaphonous six-piece band identification became increasingly — Inform the campus police of any growing desire on the part of the the San Francisco Museum of Art.
of the brilliant, young expatriate- important. The young person who suspected theft, no matter how scientists of General Motors to
Many of the works of art in the
singer - rebel - -writer - leader - has not felt that he is "on his small. Even if they cannot get make their work more widely exhibition are for sale.
own,
a
complete
unknown,
like
a
Idol Bob Dylan. Joan Baez, either
"Art Across America" will reback the stolen property,, the re- known. The response, according
through a refusal or an inability rolling stone" is a rare one. Em- port will alert the police that a to the Information Office of Gen- main at the Wadsworth through
to alter her purist style, lias been pathy sells records; thus, the folk- thief may be operating on the eral Motors, has been most grat- Sunday, February 13th. Admission
pulled from her pedestal. Pete See- rockers and, in particular, the campus.
ifying.
is free.
ger devotes himself Increasingly ludicrous duo of Sonny and Cher,
soon
headed
the
best
seller
lists.
to children's concerts;Guthrieand
Ledbetter have been replaced. The perception of this element of
Folk-rock is In; the traditional- folk-rock, it must be admitted,
ists have been replaced. How and does not change the superficlalty
why, we might ask, has all this of this analysis. Perhaps the only
happened?
way to really understand the revolWhile any brief analysis would
tend to be superficial, certainly
the influence of Bob Dylan must
be admitted. The popularity of the
protest song that, unfortunately,
has degenerated into the trash of
Mr. Sloan ("The Eve of Destruction") and others, must be attributed to him. Often the message of Dylan's songs was channelled through more commercial
means, such as on the single recordings of Peter, Paul and Mary
(e.g. "Blowin' in the Wind"). The
fact remains, nonetheless, that Dylan was the voice (metaphorically).
His songs echoed the thoughts that
to a greater or lesser extent all t
of us felt but could not so ade- '
quately phrase. One knew that with
a few guitars and a set of drums

by Carl Luty

Wadsworth to Show
Contemporary Arts

£> Criticism.

Art in Research'
In Wean Lounge

Thefts,

TRINITY GENTLEMEN
DANCE

ENGINEER!^ OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL,

from 9-1:00 a.m.

AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,

At TheyRoundtable

ELECTRICAL,
and METALLURGICAL
ENGINEERING

15 Asylum Ave.
Coat & Tie Required

•

'

ENGINEERING MECHANICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Wed. - Sat. Evenings

THE ALL NiW

WASHINGTON D1Ni§l,9fic.

CAMPUS

Newest and Finest in New England

ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toa**, Coffo*

65c

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoas, Toast
Coff«»

INTERVIEWS
MONDAY, FEB. 7
Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

ffc

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
2 - H A L F ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
4. ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
5. OPEN HOT ROAST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
1,55
.95
1.55
1.25
1.55

FOR l i i MORE-SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

Pratt"&
Whitney
Pircraft
•

y
DIVISION OP UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SPECIALISTS IN POWER.. . POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.
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Ursula's Worth It

Khoo to Perform Mozart
10th Victim' Is 1984 Plus Humor At Arts Center's Concert

;

ing above the movie's droll comedy Is at its best. The direction is
and restrained farce is the horror fast paced, the dialogue is exIt's New York City; a man chases of an impersonal, highly technical cellent, the gadgets and special
a woman through the streets fir- • society. Individuals are secondary effects are unbelievable, and the
ing at her; she enters a large in importance to the machines costumes designed by Emilio Pucci
room filled with people; an an- that control them and their lives. are beautiful and erotic."
What more could be said about
nouncer introduces "the most Emotions are as controlled as
spectacular entertainment event their sterilized surroundings and, Marcello Mastroianni? He is his
In history; the woman, wearing the love act has lost its meaning.' usually low key, sophisticated, and
a spangled bikini, begins an erotic However, THE 10th VICTIM does charming self. Much more, though,
can be said about Ursula Andress.
bump and grind; and ends her not fall prey to. the one vice
act by killing her pursuer shoot- that has ruined many pictures She had developed into a first rate
like it — that of taking itself actress since her DR. NO days.
ing "straight from her bra!"
But who cares if she can act? i
This is the unorthodox beginning seriously.
Satire runs rampant; so much Her stage presence itself is fanto a most unusual film — Joseph
E. Levine's latest release, THE so, in fact, that this is one of tastic. Without saying- a word she
10th VICTIM, starring Marcello the film's major faults. The tele- conveys more than all the Jayne
Mastroianni and Ursula Andress. vision industry, the Roman Cath- Mansfields and Tuesday Welds can
in twenty films. Not the usual
The story takes place sometime olic Church, advertising, marin the 21st century In a com- riage, household pets, fashions, brazen sexpot, Andress has just
enough coldness and mystery to
pletely automated society. The the Italians, and even 1984 itheroes in this • world are mem- self are kidded. On a more super- make her greatly desirable and
bers of an organization called ficial level, perhaps, the movie yet utterly unattainable..
"The Big Hunt." To end all wars
between nations aggressive tendencies have been put on a p e r sonal basis. Upon entering the
"Big Hunt" a citizen is given a
number and designated a Hunter
or a Victim. The Hunter must
kill the Victim or die at his task
with roles alternating until a member survives ten hunts and is r e tired with international acclaim.
In the movie Ursula Andress,
an American, is participating in
her 10th and last hunt which takes
her to Rome and her Victim,
Marcello Mastroianni. A group
of television executives follow and
plan to film the killing for a
commercial extolling the virtues
of tea. The action becomes fast
and exciting, leading up to an
off-beat and humorous climax.
Expecting another of those fun
but tiresome shoot-em-up JamesBond-type movies, this reviewer
•was pleasantly surprised to see
an Imaginative, sophisticated fantasy with slight, overtones of the
film version of Orwell's 1984. Ris-
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by Geoffrey R. Sadwith

by Charles Kurz
On February 26th, Jit Seng Khoo
will be the featured guest pianist
at a concert to be presented in the
Austin Arts Center, Khoo, who
has had eleven years of piano
study, is presently taking piano
lessons from Professor Clarence
Watte r s through the support of
the Ruth L, Klnney fund. Mr. Khoo
Is a transfer student from Kendall College; he is an Indonesian
citizen. In his debut with the Orchestra of Trinity College, he will
play one of Mozart's famous piano
concertos as part of the evening's
entertainment.
Also included in the presentation
will be an orchestral' suite by
Handel to be performed by the
members of the Trinity College

Orchestra under the baton of Mr.
Balrd Hastings. To conclude the
program the Trinity College Glee
Club, the Wellesley College Choir,
and the Trinity College Orchestra
will combine for a rendition of the
LORD NELSON MASS by Haydn.
The Trinity Glee Club is under
the direction of Dr. Clarence Barber, and the Wellesley College'
Choir is led by Mr. William Herman. Tickets for the concert are
free for all Trinity College students and faculty.
The Council of Officers directing
Instrumental music at Trinity is
headed by David Keller and a s sisted by Paul Crapo, Nels Olson, Kenneth Washburne, Charles
Kurz, II, and faculty advisor Mr.
Baird Hastings.

'*'
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JIM ANTHONY
1 (I.E.) of the '60 Bethlehem
| Loop" Course is
I engaged in operations
1 research in the Industrial
I Engineering Department
' a oi the nation's largest
1 steel plant. He's typical
| oi young men on the move
; at Bethlehem Steel.
| Seniors and graduate
s students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
spon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, researchi
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
* or detailed information,
Pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.
An Equal Opportunity
employer in the Plans for
Progress Program
"

BETHLEHEM
STEEL BETHjEHEd)

Tired of looking at dream cars you can't buy? The cars
you see at the Auto Show and never see again? Well,
then, do something about it. See the one you can buy,
right now, today, at your Dodge dealer's. It's Charger, a
full-sized, fastback action car that's all primed up and
ready to go. With V8 power. Bucket seats, fore and aft.
Full-length console. Disappearing.headlights that dis-.

appear without a trace. Rear seats that quickly convert
into a spacious cargo compartment. Just pop the rear
buckets down and watch the cargo space go up. That's
Charger-^breathtaking new leader of the Dodge Rebellion. Until you've seen it, you haven't seen everything
from Dodge for '66. Charger, a brawny, powerful dream
carthat made it-all the way toyour Dodge dealer's.

JOIN THE DODGE REBELLION
Badge Ehmrgmr

DODGE DIVISION

*&&?"!§? C H R Y S L E R
MOTORS CORPORATION

See your Dodge Dealer now.
-YOU HAVE A. CHANCE OF. WINNING A DODGE CHARGER-REGISTER AT YOUR DODGE DEALER'S."

t '!
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| Oldest for an Equestrian

1

Horsing with Words

--2. The horse may step towards you, pinioning your right
foot with the nearside rear paw
(o. t. hoof, foot), the resultant
sound being reminiscent of a hag1
of potato chips being sat upon.
--3. Although you achieve the required position in space, your momentum may well be such as to
Should you be of that fortunate
cause you to describe a graceful
minority who have mastered the
curve Into the adjacent horsePreparation
equestrian art, I beg of you, pass
trough or manure heap on the other
on. If, however, you are of that
He would be a rash and ill-ad- side.
vast majority who rely upon the vised man who nowadays attempted
automobile, the aeroplane, the cy- any action more complicated than
Riding
cle or the pogo-stick for the trans- opening a can of beans without
fer of their persons from A to B, first reading a book on the sub- Assuming that you eventually sucthen you should devour the follow- ject. A selected reading list would ceed in attaining the correct posiing paragraphs with perspicacity. be:
tion and are facing the same way
—1. "Teach yourself to get the as the horse, you must now tackle
problem number two, that of getting
best out of your ride."
Background
—2. "Basic breakfalls for be- the horse to go. This will be either
The soclalhistoryofhorse-ridlng ginners."
a) near Impossible, or b) ridicuIs a subject of great and some ~ 3 . "First aid for fractures." lously easy.
considerable complexity. Prior to —4. "Readers Digest" reprint of In the first case your outing will
the advent of modern society the "How to have a heart attack and consist of an afternoon of shuffling
situation was uncomplicated in enjoy it."
steps and disgruntled glances from
the extreme. Society was divided After only a cursory examina- your mount. In case, b, however,
into the plutocracy and the peas- tion of the first few pages, the your first thought is of arresting
antry, if on«'s ancestors had been hitherto occult skills of horse- flight. You pull on the reins In
plutocrats for several generations manship
are imparted In all their panic. One of three things will
one was normally subtitled an blinding1 clarity.
One's first im- happen:
aristocrat. The aristocrats (old pulse Is to leap astride
back
plutocrats) and the plutocrat* of the studio-couch for the
a
brief
- - 1 . Horse stops Instantly —
(young aristocrats) whlled away
the daylight hours by riding around practice. Be forewarned, brothers. you continue.
—2. Horse indulges In a series
their estates, pausing occasionally This will result in the left auricle
to drive a peasant back to his being rapidly, brought into Inti- of rapid spinal flexures which relabours with a well-directed blow. mate contact with the leg of the sult In an unbelievably violent conHistorians of certain persuasions grand piano. After extricating one- tact with terra firma.
--3. Horse ignores your signal.
have claimed that this treatment self from the resultant malestrom
i
of the peasantry was unjust, but of arms, legs, cushions, grand,
others maintained that the peasant pianos, Aunt Martha's knitting,
Should you find yourself faced
so stricken (o.t. struck) was grate- Aunt Martha, and the cat, you will
ful Insofar as it constituted an be well advised to return to 'The with predicament 3 you will have
only succeeded in antagonizing
acknowledgement of his existence. Book'.
your mount. Your best plan is to
Gradually a change in the social
structure became apparent. The When you have mastered the stay on the horse until It tires. If
Church (i.e. the state church) and theory of the subject you should fortune is on your side (unlikely),
the State (It was, of course, a proceed at once to the local riding it is within the realms of possichurch state) together deplorably school. Maintaining a pose which bility that you will return
mismanaged the task of keeping Is a subtle blend of nonchalance eventually from whence you came.
the populace Illiterate, with the re- and efficiency, you swagger up to In this case you are now a member
sult that by the time of the In- the animal, which, salth 'The of that happy minority of which
dustrial revolution the peasant was Book', "is your, friend." As a mention was made above. Condemanding payment which bore preliminary gambit "Friend" will gratulations!
some relationship to the amount have his ears back, his eyes
of labour expended.
rolling and his hoof pawing nastily
at the ground. Your first and most,
At this time alternative means stunning Impression is of the enorof transport were being contrived mity of the brute. You will be
culminating after many years, In forgiven If you dwell for an In-'
the Invention of the motor car stant on the velocity to be atpowered by the infernal combustion tained should you become unseated
LOST AND FOUND
engine.
and rudely precipitated on to the
The plutocrat now drove In Ms ground.
A large collection of coats, sweacar, or was driven. The peasant, You must first of all ascend (or ters, books, and notebooks Is now
whom the plutocrat once drove so mount as the experts call It). in the Mather Hall lost and found.
The articles can be claimed at
the main desk.
c e a u r e very clearly, as you will
mark of the plutocrat (i.e, his mon- recall. Place the left foot in the
ey) become somewhat dulled. He stirrup,
which is about at eye ASIAN STUDIES
still drove or was driven when he level, and,
rode, but was by no means as you are up. with a quick spring,
Sophomores with special interridden as he had been. The peasests in Chinese or Japanese lanThere
are
three
slight
compliant, although he rarely drove and
guage study and culture are inwas never driven, rode (although cations omitted by 'The Book': vited to apply to the Center for
—
1.
As
you
"spring"
the
horse
not ridden) wishing that he drove
may well move away, casting you Cultural and Technical Interchange
not rode or even that he should into
the Inevitable detrlus which between East and West at the
be driven despite his not being
lies
on the stable yard to the University of Hawaii Scholarship
ridden.
•
•
•
•
•
Program. Grants are generous and
depth of about a foot.
cover expenses for 12 months of
study. Interested students should
see the Registrar.'
The following
article is
taken from "The Humour Magazine" published twice yearly
by students of the University
of Liverpool, Liverpool, England.

In the last few years the situation has clarified Itself. The once
driven peasant having been driven
and having ridden (rode) Is
ridden and now drives, rides or
is driven. The plutocrat, having
driven, rode (ridden) then driven,
rode, drove and ridden, now rides,
drives or Is driven if ridden.

Students Prefer Republican
To Johnson in 'Playboy' Poll
feller of New York.
Among the students who prefer
the Democratic party In 1968, 29
percent chose Mr. Johnson as
their favorite candidate; 12 percent, Sen. Kennedy; 2 percent,
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey; and 1 percent, Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama,
Among faculty members who prefer a Democratic candidate, 48
percent selected Mr. Johnson as
their favorite; 9 percent, Mr.
Humphrey; and 6 percent, Sen!
Kennedy.
Nine percent of the Republicanoriented faculty members chose
Gov. Romney; 7 percent, Gov,
Scranton; 6 percent, Goldwater;
5 percent, Nixon; 4 percent, Lindsay; 1 percent, Gov, Hatfield; and
1 percent, Gov. Rockefeller.
Out of the 9 percent of students
who believe a Republican candidate might emerge victorious,
Governers Romney and Scranton,
Goldwater and Lindsay -- each are
conceded a 2 percent chance. Two
percent of the faculty thought Nixon might be a winning candidate,
while 1 percent said Gov. Romney had a chance.
The Survey determined that 76
percent of the student respondents
will be eligible to vote for the
first time In the next Presidential
election. It Is significant to note
that 98 percent of all those eligible
students say that they will vote in
1968.
The Playboy College Opinion Survey Is based on responses from a
representative sample of approximately 1000 students from all
classes, ages and backgrounds who
serve as a permanent "sounding
board" on questions of current
interest. Another permanent panel
of 200 faculty members -- one
representative of each campus,
comprising a wide variety of educational fields — have been polled,
The survey also reflects opinions
from campuses on a regional basis
- - I n the East, Midwest, South,
Southwest and West.
Analysis of returns on a regional
basis shows that among students
who chose the Democratic party,
Eastern colleges gave their vote
to Mr. Johnson by 39 percent,
while In the South the President
pulled only 18 percent. Among
the Democratic faculty, the South
went for Mr. Johnson by 58 percent;
AMBASSADOR
the East, 49 percent; and the West,
41 percent.
William G. Riggen, who spent
Gov. Scranton received 12 perlast summer living with families
cent of the Republican student
In Tanzania, will speak at a meetvote in both the East and West,
ing of the Greater Hartford Community Ambassador Program at .while Goldwater pulled 21 percent in the South and 6 percent
8:00 p.m. on Friday In Mather
In the Midwest. Republican facHall. A graduate of Haverford College, Mr. Riggen now teaches at ulty members in the East preferred Gov. Scranton by 22 percent,
the Watkinson School in Hartford,
while the Pennsylvania Governor
received 9 percent in the West.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Goldwater received 12 percent of
The following officers have been the Midwestern Republican vote
elected by PI Kappa Alpha: James and 3 percent of the Southern
A. Jocobson '66, president; John Instructors.
A. Dombroski, '67, vice president;
Charles Kurz '67, secretary; Paul
R. Kroekel '67, treasurer; Glenn .
St. J. Kersteen'68, Assistant treasurer; John F. Tilkl '66, sergeant
Are you tired of overcooked
at arms; and David G. Engstrom
dinners and undercooked lec'66, steward.
tures? Mixers? Papers? Allnight bridge and Rah Rah
weekends? The answer is
EXAMINATIONS
CONNQUEST: the latest thing
Several changes in the examinaIn inter-colleglate weekends.
tion schedule have been made since
Matter
at
hand: "Can
the preliminary schedule was reImagination Survive in an
leased in early December. These
Over-Meclianized Society?
changes are Included on the lists
Speaking: B. F. Skinner of
now posted on college bulletin
Harvard; Arthur J. Vidich,
boards.
The New School; Yale's Henry Margenau. —Intellectual
stimulus; colloquim—brunch
—entertainment—Not so inPEACE CORPS
tellectual stimulus: banquet
—Intrigue:
Intercollegiate
Peace Corps Placement Tests
student paneL COME: Conwill be offered to all interested
necticut College, New London,
candidates on Saturdays February
February 26 and 27. Why fight
12 and March 12 in room 301
It?....For further Information
contact: Danielle Dana, Box
405 Connecticut College, New
London, Connecticut.
:
Washington, D.C. 20525.
While the, large majority of U.S.
college students and their faculty
agree that President Lyndon B.
Johnson will be re-elected to a
second term, the students favor a
Republican candidate. This is the
finding of the Playboy College
Opinion Survey, covering 200 campuses, conducted one week after
the election of John V. Lindsay as
Mayor of New York City.
The Survey shows that as of
today a majority of the students—
55 percent — would vote for a
Republican candidate in 1968. On
the other hand, 66 percent of the
faculty would prefer a Democratic
candidate.
Despite their preference, however, 91 percent of the students
agree that a Democratic candidate would win the election.
Eighty-six percent concede the
election to Mr. Johnson while 5
percent think Sen. Robert Kennedy of New York might win.
Among the faculty sample polled,
95 percent believe that the Democratic party will again be victor>ious, and only 1 percent of these
believe it will be someone other
than Mr. Johnson,
The Survey also asked, "Since
American males are eligible for
the draft at the age of 18 and are
serving their country, should the
legal voting age be lowered to
18 years in all states?" Only 55
percent of both the students and
faculty agreed that this should
become law. The principal reason
offered by the Survey's respondents against the lowering of the
voting age was that intellectual
maturity is more important than
physical maturity.
Of those students who chose Republican candidates, 11 percent
cast their ballots for Barry Goldwater, 10 percent for New York
Mayor-elect Lindsay, 9 percent for
Gov. William Scranton of Pennsyl-,
vania, 8 percent for Michigan Governor George Romney, 8 percent
for former Vice President Richard M. Nixon, 4 percent for Gov.
Mark Hatfleld, of Oregon, and 4'
percent for Gov. Nelson Rocke-

Campus Notes

Dartmouth Dean Condemns
Frats for Code Infractions

Fraternities at Dartmouth College are under attack on two counts
according to THE DARTMOUTH,
the student daily. Last week 16
fraternities lost their cooklngprlvileges and the next day It was
announced that "Obscene literature
and performances, printed or presented by pledges in three of the
College's fraternities are being
deliberated upon by the administration and student government.
The Committee on Student Residences suspended cooking privileges for an Indefinite, period of
time in 16 houses as a result
of violations by these houses of
the Health and Safety Code adopted
bythelFC.
In addition, the Committee notified the residents of the houses
that they would have to find "other
accomodations" If certain safety

violations were not cleared.
Associate Dean of the College
Charles F. Dey "commented that
many kitchen areas showed "unbelievable filth." He cited rotting
food, unwashed dishes piled In
sinks, and perishable food left in
refrigerators that had been turned
Off. According to THE DARTMOUTH, the Inspections even turned up a dead rat in the kitchen
of one house.
On the second charge of obscenity three cases are being considered: two houses newsletters
and a skit. Thaddeus Seymour,
dean of the College after receiving copies of the three under
various circumstances several
weeks ago, called a meeting of
fraternity leaders. Release of the
final decision by officials is still
pending.

LIBRARY HOURS

Library hours for Sundays January 16 and 23 were incorrectly
reported as being 8:30 a.m. to
11:00 p.m. The hours on these
days will actually be 2:00 p.m.
to 11:00 cm.
GOODWIN FELLOWS

There will be a meeting of the
Goodwin Fellows in the projection
room of the Arts Center this afternoon at 4 p.m.
PHI MU DELTA

The following officers have been
elected by Phi Mu Delta (formerly
Q.E.D.): Thomas Gulotta '66,
president; Alan Welnstein '67, vice
president; Richard Kemper '67,
secretary; Alfred Raws '67, treasurer; and William Eaklns '66,
Duke.
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ACE Asks for Draft Criteria Used
In Korean War for Student Induction
The American Council on Education, in letters to Lt. General
Lewis B. Hershey, Selective Service Director, recently requested
"Immediate reinstatement of the
criteria used by the Selective Service System during the Korean
War" to determine which students
should be Inducted into the armed
services.
The purpose of the request was
to provide guidance to draft boards
for "orderly procedures" in the
classification of students. During
the Korean War, a student's rank
in his class or his score on the
Selective Service Qualification
Test was the basis for deferment.
The Council asked for the statement from Lt. General Hershey to
end "confusion on both the rights
and responsibilities of students in
connection with their draft status." in the same letter, the Council expressed concern over the
classification as 1-A of four Michigan students who participated in a
draft board sit-in.
In an answer to the Council's
request, Hershey said that as many
students as possible would be deferred, but "this is not a one-way
street." He added that "military
service is a privilege and obligation of free men in a democratic
form of government."
The deferment of a student, Lt.
General Hershey said, is based on
whether the young man is both a
full-time and a satisfactory student. Local draft boards are to
decide whether or not a student's
work is "satisfactory".
The college or university should
keep the student's local draft board
posted as to the quality of the
student's work. This, of course,
places a heavy and time-consuming work load on the educational
institution, but it is necessary.
The draft board must have positive evidence of satisfactory participation.

Grades well above passing level,
reported Hershey, do not necessarily result in exemption from
the draft. The college or university may declare any student "unsatisfactory", regardless of his
grades.
In a completely separate magazine article, Mrs. Betty Vetter,
executive secretary of the Scientific Manpower Commission list-

ed student's responsibilities concerning the draft as follows:
--"Keeping fully informed of their
obligations and their rights under
Selective Service."
--"Sending their current address
to the local draft board."
—"Taking immediate action if they
plan to appeal classification into
I-A. There is a ten day time limit
for appeal, which starts at the
mailing date.

Brown ell Club Launches
New Membership Drive
The Brownell Club, whose recent
renovations prevented most firstsemester activities, has announced
its 1966 membership drive.
The club's activities are aimed
at upperclassmen uncommitted to
national fraternities and yet interested In organized social life. Its
activities, including organizational
meetings, weekend social functions, intramural sports, and other
forms of recreation, revolve
around the house at 84 Vernon
Street.
Brownell, founded in 1948, has
maintained through Its activities
the seven principles of its constitution:
—Any non-fraternity student can
join; there will never be any blackball or selective system allowed.
—The organization is non-fraternity as opposed to anti-fraternity.
. —The cost of membership ($35
per semester for everything) will
always be kept low, so that the financial situation of a student will
not have any effect on his right
or ability to join.
—The organization supports the
College In all its activities If
possible.
—The organization is primarily
social In nature.

—Participation in intramural
athletics is encouraged.
—The club always tries to maintain a high scholastic average
(rated with the fraternities, first
or second in the past few years).
F. Gardiner F. Bridge, director
of student affairs, has said that
Brownell has in the past been a
strong organization and has had a
record particularly for scholastic
excellence. The building, he observed, has fallen into 111 repair,
indicating to the Public Health
Department that renovations would
be necessary. The College owns
the property and maintains the
exterior of the building; the interior is kept "up by the Club.
According to the Club's president, George R, Larson Jr., '66,
"the house is open and is in good
condition, AH independent upperclassmen are welcome to look it
over at any time. They will be
notified soon about more formal
activities to introduce them properly to the Club's members."
Last year the Club maintained a
membership of 35. Half of these
members were graduated in June,
but the Club hopes to return to
its former number In the current
drive.

Construction to Begin Next
Spring on New Dormitory
Three administrators and ten student Senators compose the present
membership of the Joint SenateAdministration Committee on Dormitories, according to Roy Heath,
dean of students.
In a recent letter to Sandy Evarts
'66, president of the Senate, Dean
Heath listed F. Gardiner F. Bridge,
director of student affairs, Dean
Kelsey, associate comptroller, and
himself as the admlnstration members of the Committee.
Students on the Committee are
Milton Krisoloff '66, Frederic B.
Sargent '66, Thomas R. Goodyear
'67, Lynn M. KIrkby '67, Geoffrey J. White '67, David E. ChanIn '68, Alexandros G. Kairis '68,
Patrick M. Redmond '68, Robert
E. Kehoe Jr. '69, and Lionel M.
Tardif '69.
According to Dean Heath the committee has met twice with the firm
of Jetter and Cook, the "provisionally selected architects." This
firm, according to Heath, has also
been engaged to design the new
gymnasium complex.
Construction of a new dormitory
for the College is planned to begin
sometime in the spring, according

to Dean H. Kelsey, associate comptroller.
Tentative plans call for the dorm
to be located on a tract of collegeowned land between Alpha Chi Rho
house and North Campus dormitory. The new facility will provide
most or all of the 130 bed spaces
which the College will need by the
time enrollment is expanded to
1250 students.
Mr. Kelsey stated that the architectural firm of Jetter and Cook
Is presently engaged in the preparation of preliminary site plans
for the facility. Completion of such
plans is expected in the near future.
The irregular shape of the site
tract presents something of a difficulty as to the layout of the buildIng, Mr. Kelsey pointed out. Incorporation of a large number of fourman, five-room suites into the
building makes designing of the
dorm more difficult because of the
large blocks of space such room
clusters require.
Mr. Kelsey also noted that architects are also working on the preliminary detailed interior drawings of the Life Sciences Center.
Work on this facility is still scheduled to begin in the spring.
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Af f o 1 rs
Administrators last week indicated that no official
announcement or decision has been made concerning the
future of the office of student affairs.
One administrator however, lias expressed the personal hope that the responsibilities of the present director
be incorporated with those of the Dean of Students and
that instead of a separate office, an assistant dean of students be engaged to handle student affairs, in conjunction
with the Dean.
With all due respect to the present Director of Student Affairs, we feel that this administrator is right. The
confusions of creating a new office have been clearly evident this year, and although these confusions may have
been inevitable, they might have been avoided when the
idea for the office was conceived.
We hope that the President and the Trustees will
consider the possibility of eliminating the office of student
affairs and, instead, creating a post for an assistant dean
of students.

Accident

lerreRs""I u <**»
Puckish

everything:
And to conclude, I know myself a
To the Editor:
MAN,
Dr. Frederick Gwynn was a Which is a proud, and yet a
gentleman and a scholar. His wretched thing.
puckish spirit, courtesy, and wit
E. C. Barrett, III '66
were part of his office's atmosphere and of the corridor scene
1E the basement of Seabury Hall.
And yet the Inner hardness was To the Editor:
there if the situation demanded.
I would like to register a mild
Equally versatile In war as In protest concerning what seems
the classroom, he was awarded to be the somewhat arbitrary sethe Distinguished Flying Cross lectivity of the College Post Ofand the Air Medal. These honors fice during Christmas vacation.
indicated the concentration and 1 refer to the policy of throwing
devotion to his task that was to away certain publications while
be apparent later on in the aca- preserving others. I am rather
demic and intellectual world.
at a loss to understand just who
Dr. Gwynn. was a full professor, decided that Time Magazine has
the Chairman of the English De- more merit than The Saturday
:
partment of a respected American Review.
college, well known in his field,
The explanation given by the Post
an officer for a number of national Office is lack of space In the
organizations concerned with col- mailboxes. However, it seems a
lege English.
waste of time to do all the necesThat he could have achieved so sary sorting of the mall and then
much by the age of 49 is testi- to discard the built of it. Perhaps
mony to the capability of the man storage space could be provided
and of man. And his sudden death by the college during vacation
Illustrates the other factor of the periods to alleviate the Post Ofhuman condition, the frailty of fice's space problem; or maybe
the human life, no matter how they could take all the mall and
productive. A sixteenth century throw ... or maybe put'It all In
poet put into verse all the pride a pile, take a little kerosene and...
and sense of loss we feel when
Robert M. Greenfield '69
we recall Dr. Gwynn, all the
triumph and tragedy of existence:

Arbitrary

For the third time this semester the College has had
to take severe disciplinary action against a student for
sounding a false alarm. This time the alarm was an "accident."
Somehow, while talking informally with some class- I know my body's of so frail a
kind,
mates in the hallway, a Freshman in Elton managed to,
inadvertantly, pull the alarm switch on the wall. The ex- As force without, fevers within
kill;
planation given by a number of people present was that the I can
know the heavenly nature of my
Freshman'was fiddling with the box as one would fiddle
mind,
with a pencil, not actually thinking- what he was doing.
But 'tis conquered both In wit
"Accidents" like these have cost the loss of life and
and will.
property in too many incidents for them to be excused. No
person has the right to touch a fire alarm box unless he I know my Soul hath power to
know all things,
actually believes that emergency help is needed. .Merely
fooling with an alarm is one of the most irresponsible acts Tet is she blind and ignorant in all;
I know I am one of nature's little
that anyone can commit.
Icings,
Just to make the situation even more unbearable and Yet
to the least and vilest things
pointing up the thoughtlessness with which the alarms are
am thrall.
regarded, another student is reported to have gone to an
alarm immediately after the incident last week to test out I know my life's a pain and but a
the theory that an alarm'can be turned in with one downspan,
ward sweep of the hand. He proudly told the Medusa that I know my Sense is mocked with
he had tried it and that it is possible, never thinking, of
course, that in trying it out he could easily have turned in
another false alarm himself, and as a result been suspended
from college for another "accident."

Sympathy
The TRIPOD wishes to extend its sincere sympathy
to the family and friends of Dr. Frederick L. Gwynn at
this trying time. The loss of a fine professor to the College is a great one, but far greater is the loss of a great
personality to those close to him.
,
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Curbed

To the Editor;
I thought last year that I had
written my last letter to appear
In the TRIPOD but present circumstances force me again to
take pen in paw.
A recent ruling by Dean Heath
has forbidden us ("fraternal dogs")
to walk about without supervision.
We believe this ruling Is a direct
manifestation of a psychological
block created wlien the Dean had
to get rid of George and that it
Is unfair to insist that we be
"curbed."
The Dean says that Mather Hall
and the athletic fields have suffered from our presence and yet
he has never once called us all

:
in to talk about this.
\
We believe that the administra- •
tlon should form an Office of
Canine Affairs or at least a committee to look into this apparent
problem.
We have roamed the campus on
our own for some months now
and may even need a canine psychiatrist to help us overcome
the terrible effects of having to
be leased.
We promise tliat If we are allowed to roam we will not go
behind the counter or even enter
the Cave and that we will try
to stay on the sidelines when we
cross the athletic fields.
Jessica

Intolerance
To the Editor:
I would very much like to compliment Daniel Cruson, '67, and Joseph Russo, '68, on their magnificent display of Intolerance and fear
of the power of speech. At 6:00
last Friday night I put up in Mather Hall with the approval of Mr.
Tomat an S.D.S. poster protesting
the war in Vietnam which was to
serve as publicity for and to heighten Interest In S.D.S. At 7:30Daniel
Cruson tore down and mutilated
the poster; put back up again,
it was again ripped down and this
time completely torn up by Joseph
Russo. Intolerance like this should
have no place in Trinity, It is
terribly unfortunate that closeminded individuals cannot better
restrain themselves and attempt
to act like moderately reasonable
people,
James Kaplan '68
(Ed. Note-It is clearly obvious
that the actions described
above are not those of a Trinity gentleman. We agree with
Mr. Kaplan that such activities cannot be tolerated. We
urge that the Student government take strong action to insure that freedom of speech on
this
campus be allowed.)

Beyond the Beercan...

by T. Richard Franklin
IK LOCO PARENTIS is a concept that has been variously attacked and defended In recent
years. Berkeley youth, rash and
roudy, raised hell on their rambling campus. St. John's, although
nominally in a row with the faculty
over academic freedom, has at
the same time precipitated caustic
reflection among students. •
Trinity—so far—has been spared
conflict over this subject. Notable
exceptions, of course, were the
drinking ban last year and the DKE
case this year. The position of the
college is that, while students are
matriculated, the college is legally
and morally responsible for their
welfare, as would be parents at
home. Well, that would be fine.
But there are problems attached.
The college feels Itsresponsibllity,
but It wishes to define the extent
of that responsibility Itself.
Suppose independents feel the college is responsible for their "psychological" well being by providing
adequate social or dining facilities.
Well, the college chooses to take
this responsibility lightly, probably maintaining that the college
has only minimal responsibility,
that so far it has fulfilled this
responsibility, and that beyond
this effort it is students' responsibility. They might point out that
fraternities are completely independent and arrange their own
affairs. In reality, however, the
College has failed in areas where

it should have been involved.
The area in which "WilllamsMemorial does want to maximize its
perrogatlves id in discipline and
regulations. The administration
will not delegate authority to students to independently amend,
retract, enforce or create rules
for student life. If the college
says there is to be no liquor,
then there is to be no liquor. But
it is not the specifics which are
important, rather the more general relationships between students and administration.
What has resulted is that under
the guise of protecting students
from the "cold, harsh world,""
under the pretense of "educating"
students, the college structure is
teaching its wards the art of submisslveness and docility. It defines the student role as the academic "Uncle Tom." It terms passivity, "sobriety;" it labels adherence to orthodoxy "responsibility;" and It makes challenge of
that orthodoxy Illegitimate by callIng It "naivete" or some such
term appropriate to the time and
circumstances.
What is most disturbing is not
that Trinity has created a vicious
system, but that it has become
victim of its own creation as well
as victim of values imposed from
outside.
As an example, President Jacobs
feels that it is beyond imagination
to give direct authority to students
to establish and enforce college
regulations. Perhaps it may not

be feasible, but what is so unimaginable about such a proposal?
If the President lias theperogative
not to grant such autonomy to
students, then conversely he has
it within his power to give students
these responsibilities.
How much respect Dr. Jacobs
might create for Trinity were he
to stand behind the decisions and
integrity of Trinity men rather
than continue support of a system
which belittles that integrity!

Ski Conditions
Skiing conditions
were
reported as good to very good
at all Trinity College areas
for the week of January 10.
Alumni Hill had one-quarter
new powder on a thin ice
base except in one especially
excellent spot where someone
dumped eighteen shovel loads
of sidewalk slush.
Chapel Hill had almost an
Inch of new snow and was
considered "best In the area"
until the neighborhood kids
and the iron-runner sleds took
over.
Trinity's newest area, South
Campus Slope, is one inch
powder on a pine bough base.
Especially popular with tray
sledders.
Unfortunately someone poured sand on "Long Walk Runway" and ruined things for
the Jaryis Shoe Slidders.
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Required Booklet Lists
Schedules*, College Rules
1824 - The regulations for Washington College have just been promulgated In a booklet that all
students are required to purchase
for 25 cents.
Included In this forerunner of
the College Bulletin is the four

Young Dems., Reps.
Get 234 Signatures

—""""IIP
FIREMEN AND STUDENTS were both roused last Wednesday evening by another false alarm;
this time in Elton. After the dorm had been evacuated by fire officials, students waited out. side until the building had been thoroughly inspected.

Coldren Condemns Student Protests;
Decries cPink*Punksr to IFC Group
Recent "peace" demonstrations
led by Leftists have alerted student leaders "to the clear and
present danger of Communist and
other Marxist Infiltration of student peace and civil rights organizations."
This observation was made at
the recent undergraduate meetings of the National Interfraternlty
Conference by J. Fred Coldren,
executive director of the International Youth Federation . for
Freedom.
The 22-year-old graduate of the
University of Kansas urged campus leaders to help combat growing Communist, Socialist and other
Leftist attempts to support the
Viet Cong, degrade the United
States Armed Forces, assist draftdodgers and otherwise undermine
the United States Government.
He added that "open material
and propaganda support for the
Viet Cong by an extremely small
but vocal number of students and
non-students
Is tantamount to
treason — jfMng_ald and comfort to the enemy in the form of
shipping blood plasma, money and
other material support".
Mr. Coldren said it was "of
particular importance to student
leaders to know that many of
these" professional agitators,

Math Prizes
Peter R. Atwood '66 and Alfred Raws in '67 have each
been awarded $100 prizes by
the Society of Actuaries and
the Casualty Actuarial Society.
The first prize of $200 and
four additional prizes of $100
are given by these societies
to the five undergraduates
ranking highest on the societies' General Mathematics Examination. The candidates are
from United States and Canadian colleges and universities.
Atwood and Raws are both
•mathematics majors.

trouble-makers and "pink-punks'
"often are or claim to be legitimate college and university students. *** This is simply not
true!" he declared.
Individuals involved in campus
"peace" agitation, he continued,
are "generally social, scholastic
and physical rejects who rebel
violently through these radicaland
subversive causes and movements,

Administrators Reluctant
To Talk on Affairs Office
Administrators last week seemed
reluctant to discuss the fate of the
Office of Student Affairs, since
no official announcement has yet
been made on the position. They
felt that some announcement would
be made within a month on the post
to be vacated in June by F. Gardiner F. Bridge, who is leaving to
head the University School in MI1"lukee, Wisconsin.
In commenting to the Tripod, administrators said they had had no
communication as yet from President Jacobs concerning the position. They said their personal

Another member of the administration thought that the position's
responsibilities place it under the
Dean and that It could be retermed
assistant dean.

360 New Britain Ave.
(Just West of Summit St. Gata)
Offering Mobil Products

Complete Automotive Service
Froe Pickup & Deliv«ry Service
Call 249-32T2 or 246-9736
7 A.M. y 10 P.M. Weekdays - 8 A.M. - 10 P.M. Sundays

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY

Cor Coots
® Ceenptote lmm*y

15 Asylum St., Hartford

views In no way reflected official
administrative policy,
One administrator said he thought
that the post itself may be a reaction to the faculty's retreat to
the classroom from the campus.
He thought that responsible faculty are recognizing the situation
now, however, and trying to correct
it.

Imperial Grade*
Natural soft grain calfskin with one-piece vamp and
one-piece all around wing tip, fully leather lined, complete storm welts, double leather soles and leather heels
with v-plates.
667 - Hand-antiqued golden brown natural grain.
567 - Polished black natural grain.
666 - As above, in hand-antiqued saddle tan smooth
veal,
665 - As above, in dark mahogany selected shell
cordovan.
*Hand-lasted for the ultimate in footwear.

99^
and Dry Cleaning Services
Pasontenf CotiK A

All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00

•«:.,__

6;00 - 7:30a.m. Prayer and Rec.
9:00 - Noon
Study and Rec.
1:30 - 4:30 p.m. Study, Rec. and
Prayer
6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Study
10:00 p.m.
Bed
Incidentally, "Rec." is not recreation but recitation. Students attend
three of these each day, and are
not permitted to bring books. Two
Chapels daily are mandatory (in
the summer term morning service
is at 5:30 p.m.)
The Lord's Day may not be profaned in several sinful ways described in the laws. Only "sacred
musick" may be played on Sunday,
and the President's permission is
required for this.
Each room must be furnished with
a good and sufficient bucket (for
emergencies) by the occupant. Students are not permitted (in hours
of study) to lie down upon their
beds nor to sleep at their studies.
At any hour a faculty member can
break down a student's door, at the
latter's expense, and inspect the
room. Needless to say that bedtime means bedtime.
"High offences," subjecting the
offender to disgraceful punishment, Include associating with suspended persons and attending theatrical performances; going out to
eat or selling books without the
Bursar's permission are likewise
taboo.

COLLEGE VIEW. SERVICE

• Qtte ®«y Swvke

[ ' v smart habits
shop sesvfff!

and" often are students who cannot
make the scholastic grade and
who, therefore, prefer to leave
college as martyrs rather than as
failures."
Mr. Coldren advised that the
best way for students to fig-lit
Communism at the student level
is to "know the Party Line and be
able to accurately refute and discredit it".

In a recent campaign to secure
signatures on a petition supporting the administration's position
in Viet Nam, the combined forces
of the Young Dembcrats and Young
Republicans got 234 students to
sign the petition.
At the same time, no members
of the faculty or administration
signed. Henri P. Junod, '66, president of the Young Republicans explained this by saying that while
students were actively solicited
through the campus mall and in
the lobby of Mather Hall, no
effort was made to encourage
faculty signatures.
The petition campaign, said Junod, was a national effort by
Young Republicans, Young Democrats, and the United States Junior
Chamber of Commerce. Chairman
of the campus petition committee
here was Donald M. Bishop '67
who was assisted by Michael J.
Masterson '68, corresponding secretary of the University of Connecticut Young Democrats, and
Junod who is chairman of the college and university division of
the Connecticut Young Republicans.
The Petition stated; "We, the
undersigned, recognizing that no
man can be completely free so
long as another is enslaved, and
that to achieve total victory over
Communist aggression, It is
sometimes necessary to use
force as well as diplomatic resources, do hereby support a firm
United States policy in Vietnam."

year curriculum listing all the
books to be covered' in the gen
eral course. Most of the reading
is in the Classics; lectures in
natural philosophy and participation In extemporaneous debate occupy some of the upperclassman's
hours.
The school year is divided into
three terms, separated by a six
week's vacation after Commencement .and two week's respites in
winter and spring. The schedule,
to which all men adhere, is as
follows:

22 TRUM8ULL ST. — NEXT TO HENRY MILLER CO.
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9.03 TO 5:30
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Bill Proposes
Student Tax'
Deductions

A bill now In congressional committee proposes deductions from
income tax for the costs of putting
a student through college. The bill,
proposed by Senator Abraham Ribicoff, Democrat of Connecticut, is
in the Finance Committee until
the next session of congress.
The student cost compensation
consists of a cost-determined
amount deducted from a person's
Income tax when paying for tuition,
fees, books and supplies of college
students. Under the bill now in
committee, maximum credit is
to* , $325, based on the first $1500 paid.
'This figure would be proportionately reduced for incomes of over
$25,000.
The cost of Senator Ribicoff's
tuition (ax credit measure has been
estimated at $750 million in the
first year, rising to one and a
quarter billion in the fifth year.
These figures represent less than
one-tenth of the expenditure on
higher education for the initial
• year and from ten to thirteen
per cent of the estimated needs
' in 1970.
Supporters of the bill say it
would continue the selectivity and
diversity of the nation's higher
education system. The same measure has been Introduced in the
House by representative Herlong
of Florida.
A greater percentage of relief
would go to students at state universities and land grant colleges
ftan private institutions, while the
latter would receive the greater
aollar amount of relief. Sixtytwo percent of the dollar benefit
heels "' would go to families with incomes
Between $3000 and $10,000, ninetyone percent to families with less
than $20,000 income.
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Motor
encouragement

David Tenmswood
B S , Michigan Stale Univ
M S, Michigan State Unw

Opportunity comes early at Ford Motor Company.
Graduates who join us are often surprised at how
quickly they receiye personal assignments involving major responsibilities. -This chance to demonstrate individual skills contrasts sharply with
the experience of many young people entering the
business world for the first time. At Ford Motor
Company, for example, a graduate may initiate a
project and carry it through to its final development. One who knows is David Tenniswood, of
our research staff.

Dave joined Ford Motor Company in July, 1961.
Assigned to our steering and controls section, he helped develop a revolutionary steering system that will facilitate driving in future Ford-built cars..
Currently a design engineer working on suspension design and analysis,
Dave has been impressed by the extent to which management encourages
personal initiative among recent graduates like himself. Here, management
looks immediately to young engineers, like Dave, for fresh concepts that
reflect their academic training and special abilities. Moreover, when the
idea is accepted for development, the initiator, is frequently given the
opportunity to see the job through-^from drawing board to production line!
The experience of Dave Tenniswood is not-unusual. Ford Motor Company
believes that early incentive is fundamental to individual growth and a
successful career. If you are interested in a job that challenges your abilities
and rewards enterprise, we urge you to contact our representative when
he visits your campus.
. <

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

ca!
30 I

Shbp

An equal opportunity employer
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Thomas Leads Delegation
To College Bowling Meet

Jess®o<
(Continued from page 1)
been called the "most Imaginative
builder of an offense In American
intercollegiate football."
"Although he has had many offers to leave the College for coaching positions at larger schools,
Jessee has always declined saying
"I like it at Trinity because the
boys who play the game have fun,
and I enjoy coaching them under
those conditions."
A graduate of Pacific University
where he received a B.A. in 1926,
Jessee earned three letters each
in football, baseball, and basketball. In 1926 he joined the Seattle club of the Coast Baseball
League. He moved to San Francisco in 1927 and to the New Orleans Pelicans In 1928 as the property of the Cleveland Indians. His
projected move to the parent'
Cleveland club as a shortstop went
^ awry in 1930 when a serious knee
Injury forced him out of baseball.
1931 saw Jessee earnlnghlsM.A.
in physical education at Columbia
University, and in 1932 he began
coaching football here, adding the
position of head baseball coach to
Ms duties in 1935. Since 1958
he has been a full professor of
physical education.
Jessee, who has written a book
on baseball, published In 1939,
Is also the author of a number
of articles for professional publications. He lias traveled all over
the world to hold clinics for U.S.
service men in foreign countries,
and has been named Connecticut
Coach of the Year by the Connecticut Sports Writers Alliance,
and a member of the Helm's Foundation Football Hall of Fame.

Eleven students participated Sunday afternoon in runoffs to determine the College's delegation to the
Men's International Intercollegiate
Bowling Tournament to be held
February 11 and 12 at the University of New Hampshire in Durham.
Alan B. Thomas '68 organizer
and leader of the delegation to
the tournament, noted that the
top five bowlers in Sunday's runoff will bowl 15 games each at
the Durham tournament. At present, the trip will be financed by the
Individuals.
In addition to Thomas (in dark

jersey In picture), who scored
highest in Sunday's runoff with a
total of 2631 pins forfifteen games),
four Freshmen will go to thetourl
nament. They are David R. Stearn,
George B. Nichols, Andrew H!
Massle J r . , and Miles B. King.
Stearn totaled 2627 In Sunday's
games, Nichols, 2626, Massie
2604, and "King 2575.
Also participating in the playoff
were Howard N. Douds II '69, Paul
H. Glotzer '68, Scott N. King
'69, Don K. Rehse '69, John A.
Weeks '68, and Fredrik P. Woodbridge '68.

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took
to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the
Wasp set its first world record and went on
to smash existing records and set standards
for both land and seaplanes for years to
come, carrying airframes and pilots higher,
farther, and faster than they had ever gone
before.

In recent years, planes powered by Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft have gone on to set
new standards of performance In much the
same way as the Wasp had done In the
192O's. The 727 and DC-9 are Indicative of
the new family of short-to-medium range
jetliners which are powered by the highly
successful JT8D turbofan. Examples of
current military utilizations are the J58powered Mach 3 YF-12A which recently
established four world aviation records and
the advanced TF30-powered F - l l l variablegeometry fighter aircraft.

CAREERS
IN STEEL

-PRATT 1 WHITNty AfRCHAFT TECHNICAL POPULATION VS Y*A«*

Our representative
will be on campus

February 28
to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem's 1966 Loop
Course training program.

OPPORTUNITIES are
available for men interested
in steel plant operations,
sales, research, mining, accounting, and other activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, and liberal
arts. •,
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.

m

and

Future

Take a look at the above chart; then a-good long look
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where'technical careers
offer exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting
stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized, as the major reason for the Company's continued success.
Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of
energy conversion for every environment... all opening
up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial power application. The
technical staff working on these programs, backed: by
Management's determination to provide the best and
most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus,, has
already given the Company a f i r m foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vita I.to our
country's futures The list of achievements amassed
by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the
development of compact power plants, dating back to
the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States
to a position of world leadership in aviation. These,
engineering and scientific achievements have enabled
the Company to obtain its current position of leader-

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen
technology and fuel cells.
Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
programs requires virtually every technicaltalent. You'll
find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a BS, MS or PhD in:
MECHANICAL . AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL . CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
« CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS* ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR
APPLIED MECHANICS.
For further information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOR PROPULSION-POWER

Z T ^ * ™ * -

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

CURRENT

"T'1-ttAT.oS I t S S

SPACE VEHICLES> MAR1NE AND

Pratt & Whitney fiircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA,

An Equil Opportunity Emptoyjr, M I F
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Swimmers Whip Bowdoin,RPi, Tufts

Though the average spectatorsto - watch - a- swimming - meet
crowd at Trinity isn't overwhelming, the Bantam tankers give them
reason to yell like the place was
loaded.
Sophomore Berry Bedrick gained
a body length on a last length
spurt in the 200-yard breast stroke
last Saturday to nip out Bowdoin's
second man and hand Trinity its
,. fifth straight victory.
And, in the home meet before that;
Dave Tyler lashed a come-frombehind touch-out in the last event,
the 400-yard freestyle relay (Jim
Payne, Bill Roth, Sherm Farnham, Tyler) to dump RPI, 4946.
After destroying Tufts, 62-33, by
capturing nine of eleven first place
finishes and setting three new pool
records (Tyler, 200-yard freestyle - 1:54.0; Tyler, 200-yard
butterfly - 2:12.2; Bill Bacon,
100-yard freestyle - 50.8), the
Trinity squad came home to battle
Bowdoin,
Bacon, Bedrick, Roth, and Payne
splashed to a 4:06.8 first in the
400-yard medley relay to put Trinity on the Scoreboard.
Then Tyler and Bacon snatched
back-to-back firsts, Tyler in the
200-yard backstroke (1:54.8) and
Bacon in the 50-yard freestyle
(23,7), to strengthen the early
Bantam lead.
Bedrick pulled a second in the
200-yard individual medley; Bowdoin slammed the diving; and
"Froggie" Koth fluttered to a second In the 200-yard butterfly. And
Bowdoin was four points up.
But Trinity had the guns left.
The . Trowbridge crowd came to
life as Trinity's entries in the
100-yard freestyle were announced; Tyler and Bacon.
Their slam (one-two finish) was

followed by a Rick Ludwig-Jim
Monks monopoly in the 200-yard
backstroke. Tyler paced home In
the 20-length 500-yard freestyle
for his third victory of the day.
Roth picked up the third.
The Bantam tankers had 46 points
with two events remaining, only
two points short of the 48 necessary for victory. But the guns
were gone. Coach Bob Slaughter's
"Last Chance Dynamite Relay1^
wasn't favored to beat the Bowdoin foursome. So Trinity needed
at least a second in the 200-yard
breast stroke to grab the meet.
With a third, they'd get one pointand loose the meet by one.
The field was tight for three
lengths. Trinity's Howie Shaffer
had a slight lead. Then a Bowdoin
man took over, leaving the other
three struggling for second.
Bowdoin's second man took a body
length lead on Bedrick, Shaffer had
fallen back. Into the last turn it
looked like Bowdoin one-two, and
Bowdoin'winning the meet.
But Bedrick churned out of the I N THE SWIM- Bill Bacon (left) and Dave Tyler launch into the 20-length 500-yard freestyle,
turn and overtook Bowdoin's num- which resulted in Tyler's third victory last Saturday in the 51-44 defeat of Bowdoin.
ber two in a last second spurt.
(Rosenblatt Photo)
Trinity was 5-0.

the newest Detroit sound
conies from a combo
called 4-4-2

1 RON WALSH (C.E.)
I
|
|
i
|
|

of the'60 Bethlehem
"Loop" Course is field
engineer for important
construction projects. He's
typical of young men on the
move at Bethlehem Steel.

I

Seniors and graduate
students in engineering and
non-technical curricula will
soon be interviewed for
the 1966 Bethlehem Loop
Course. We offer splendid
career opportunities in steel
plant operations, research,
sales, mining, accounting,
and other activities.
For detailed information,
pick up a copy of our
booklet, "Careers with
Bethlehem Steel and the
Loop Course," at your
Placement Office.

iiiiiili

Up-tempo all the way. With a 400-cube V-8 and 4-barrel carb to carry
the lead. Heavy-duty front and rear suspension to smooth the beat.
Acoustically tuned twin pipes to modulate the sound. And red-line
tires to keep the whole score on track. That's 4-4-2. Try about four bars
today. It's your kind of music! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BiTNLEHEM
STiEL

STEP OUT FROM1
JM(j66
.. in a Rocket Action Car/

TOIIOHADO • NINETY-EIGHT . DELTA M • DYNAMIC s g > JETSTAR S « • CUTLASS • F « S • VISTA-CRUISE* • STARFIHC • 4 - < - 2

OLDSMOBILE
GREAT T I M E TO OO WHERE THE ACTION 15 . . * SEE YOUR LOCAL. AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER TODAYt
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Bantams Drop Tufts,84-76;
AIC Halts Winning Streak
Union outscored Trinity In the
The high scoring Trinity basketball squad, averaging 11 points second half, 40-45, despite Bob
;,er game better than their op- Gutzman's 19 point effort during
yonents, extended their undefeated that period. However, the Union
' eason to six games before losing five failed to reduce the Bantam
to. AIC in the Christmas Tourna- lead to less than 15 points until
ment, 93-89. St. Michaels pulled Coach Shultz began to use his
>he wool over the Bantam's eyes subs. The final score was a safe
ior the second time the next day, and respectable 104-89.
£1-85, but Trln's Jim Belfiore, who
Belfiore and Union's Boehm led
3s averaging 26 points per game, the game's scoring with 31 points.
"tad the Bantams to victory over Trin's center Ed Landes recorded
?ufts, 84-76. His 36 points In the 23 points and sophomore Bob Gutz"ufts game was the individual man, 20.
scoring high for the season.
The next Friday the Bantams
Trinity met Union here December encountered Coast Guard in New
14, and won, 104-89. Despite the London and beat them handily,
visitor's 1-4 season record, they 102-71. The Academy fell behind
natiaged to keep pace with the from the start, as Belfiore tossed
iien undefeated Bantams in the in the game's first score and then,
•-lirst quarter. Early In that period throughout the contest, the Cadets
.hey, in fact, led 15-8. But Jim . were never able to gain either an
"elfiore and Ed Landes strung advantage, nor tie.
ieven Trln points together without
Only once during the first half
• Union score to gain the lead, did
the Academy manage to string
7-15.
together more than two points
The Bantams then tallied 11 without a Trin score. The Cadets
Smes, again without a Union point, high-scoring splurge was a ten
ii take a commanding 35-24 lead, point effort midway through the
.ophomore Ted Zlllmer, playing period which reduced their point
n the absence of Don Overbeck, deficit to only ten points, 36-26.
'red In seven points during the The half ended with Trin in the
:rst half. At halfttme, the score lead, 53-22.
food at 59-40.
The reserves found plenty of

action in the second half, as the
high-scoring regulars, Joe Hourihan with ten points, Overbeck with
20, and Belfiore with 23 built the
Trln lead to a commanding 32
points, 78-46, midway through the
final period.
The Bantam reserves, who seem
to gain more experience each
game, scored well, were led by
sophomore Jim Stuhlman and Mike
Hickey who tallied five and eight
points respectively in the game's
last minutes. Every Trin player
scored at least once. Trinity left
the floor that night with a 102-71
victory, their sixth without a loss.
Late in the Christmas vacation,
the Bantams took their undefeated
record to the AIC Invitational
Tournament and extended it to
7-0 by defeating Bowdoin, 97-83,
before disaster struck. Defeat
came the next day against AIC,
93-89, despite 23, 22, 20 point
'efforts by Belfiore, Gutzman, and
Overbeck. After AIC's Sillari and
Stronczek put their team in the
lead 15-8 early in the game, both
teams exchanged points equally
throughout the rest of the period,
until the Bantam's rallied to within
two points of the tournament hosts,
47-45, when the first half ended.
As the second period opened, AIC
extended their lead to five points,
but hot shooting by Trln's Gutzman
put the Bantam's on top, 61-59,
for the first time since the game's
first minute.
The play was extremely even for
the next minutes, until AIC, with a
71-69 advantage, ran nine points
together without a Trinity score
to take an 80-69 lead with less
than ten minutes to play.
AIC's Payne, who scored 18 points
in the game, scored ten of them
in the last ten minutes to maintain
his team's lead, despite a determined, last-minute Bantam effort.
The final score was 93-89.

1000 HERE I COME!!!- Jim Belfiore (14) pushes one of his
patented left handed jump shots into the net in the Union game.
The two points scored here are just part of his record breaking
performances of the season, and his career. (Rosenblatt Photo)

Belfiore Joins '1000-Club,'
Smashes Scoring Standard
by Mike Weinberg

The Bantam's suffered their season's second defeat the following
day to St. Michael, 91-85, despite
a 33 point effort by Don Overbeck,
The game went to double overtime
as both teams scored 46 points
in the first half, 26 in the second
half, and eight in the first overtime. St. Michael's took the advantage, 14-8, in the second and
final extra period.
Thursday, January 6, the Bantams
defeated Tufts, 84-76. The victory,
,r* '
the Bantam's eighth with only two
losses, featured- Jim Belfiore who
recorded 36 points. After a slight
BOUNCING JOE-One of the mainstays of the Trinity attack deficit, 11-9, in the games openis season has been Joe Hourihan (3). Joe has directed the Ban- ing minutes, Trin rallied, took the
lead, 17-16, and maintaled it
im offensive from his back court position, and is shown here throughout the evening. The halfnging the ball across the 10— second line in the Union game. time advantage of 44-36, held solidly for the second period. The
Rosenblatt Photo)
final score was 84-76.

Icemen Ready for- Wesy
Compile 3 and 1 Record

he hockey team Is shaping up
-11 for the Wesleyan game on
iurday. So far they have won
dr only game and two of three
.'immages.
heir first encounter, with a
m of independent college grad'es, caught the stickmen off
xrd, but with a final score of
!y 8-6, Trin stayed In the game
the end against a better coora.ted "Paupers" team,
he next encounter for the team
s a regular game against M. I. T,
h the Bantams victorious 5-3.
nry
Barkhausen '69 starred in
1
game with a hat-trick and
idy Tllney held up the defense
h 25 saves, while Bruce Frar '68 and Paul Bushueff '69
red one goal apiece,
iie last two appearances of the
_ in icemen have been In the
amis Academy rink at Wlnd, Connecticut. In the first, a
immage, the team shattered an-

other college grad team, 9-2. Again
the hero was Barkhausen with an
amazing five goals. This time he
was aided by Andrew Marckwald
who scored two while Pete Stohmeier '67 and Busheuff each had
one.
The second appearance at the
same rink came Sunday night
against a Loomls team. The Bantams let their opponents score the
first goal, but pulled back quickly
to take a 3-2 lead at the end of
the first period with Busheuff,
Barkhausen, and Tony Bryant '68
scoring.
The second period saw three
Trln tallies, two more by Bryant, and one by Lelghton Smith
'69. In the final period Loomis
came up with three goals against
rookie goalie Steve Rorke '69,
but Trln further padded their score
•with one goal each by Bryant
and Frazier, making the final score
-8-5.

When Barry Leghorn did it two
years ago, the setting was dramatic. Photographers were on
hand, the game was stopped, and
"Legs" was presented with the
ball. He was the First!
Jim Belfiore, on the other hand,
found his feat go almost unnoticed
in the shuffle. During the Christmas vacation, with the Bantams
in the middle of the AIC Invitational Basketball Tournament, Jim
Belfiore scored the 1000th point
of his varsity career, making him
only the second member to join
the "1000 Club" at Trinity College.
But Belfiore did not stop at 1000.
Two games later, needing only 24
more points to break Leghorn's
total career record, "Belfs" tallied 36 and broke by a dozen
the old mark.
In 57 varsity games, Leghorn

scored 1066 points. In 48 contests,
Belfiore has totaled 1078, and he
still has 11 more games to play.
If he continues his 25-plus per
game scoring rampage, he should,
Increase his own record to well
over 1250, a mark that would be
rather difficult to challenge, to say
the least.
Belfiore's soft, left-handed jump
shot has become a classic on the
Bantam's court in the past three
and a half seasons. As a freshman,
Jim paced the frosh to a perfect
15-0 season.
,
Moving up to the varsity in his
sophomo.re year, Belfiore scored
366 points, and was second only
to Leghorn, who tallied 367 (a
new college record). Tho next year,
as captain for the first time,
"Belfs" smashed Leghorn's standard by 89 points. His total of 456
paced the highest scoring squad in
the college's history.
After ten games this season, the
6'0" senior has scored 256 points
and is shooting well over 50 per
cent from the floor. He is also
the team's leading rfebounder, a
tribute to his outstanding hustle
and team play.
The "Record" is now his, perhaps
even permanently. The team is
in the midst of one of its finest
years. Perhaps when it Is all
over, Jim Belfiore wUl be able
to write "All-American" after his
name.

Squash Loses

STABBED-The MIT fencing team ended Trinity's bid for an undefeated season last Saturday by overwhelming the Bantams 198. The only bright spotfor Trin was the sabre team's continuance
of their undefeated record.

Williams squash team shut-out
the Bantams Saturday afternoon
9-0. Coach Dath's men were unable
to score a victory against the
strong Ephmen who dominated
play. Trinity's second man, Mike
Moonves waged a strong battle
but was defeated by Crane.
George Crlle, Dave Craver, and
Ted Hutton all went to five games
In their matches before being defeated.
The Bantams will oppose Wesleyan away this Tuesday, January 11.

